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INTRODUCTION
My name is Steven Jackson and I have been an

entrepreneur, network marketer, online marketer. eBook

author and podcaster for many years, because I feel it ticks

all the boxes for me and gives me the financial freedom and

the global independence I have always desired.

 

Joining VeloVita was a simply decision for me. It came down

to a phone call and a chat about meeting for dinner. I wasn't

really looking for something new or in need of extra money.

It just seemed like an interesting business opportunity and a

space in my timetable to commit to it.

 

Also, I believe that we are all considering the global situation

in regards to work. We all need work and even though we

may be able to leave our homes we all understand this new

paradigm we live. We all want to believe that it cannot

possibly happen again, but we all know that in the future an

event like the corona-virus will return.

HOW CAN VELOVITA HELP YOU?

I asked myself the same question and determined that it will

help us all be prepared. Online shopping and online

businesses are going throw the roof. And since April 2020

online shopping has spiked and then sustained to a much

higher level than before. The trend towards online shopping

is ever increasing and VeloVita will be there allowing people

like you and me to make money from home. The

importance of what I am saying is profound, because it

means you can always have a plan B ready and waiting. To

have a plan B means simply to have the ability to help and

support your family when your tradition employment

cannot.
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WHAT IS VELOVITA?

27 years of success as a distributor, owner and

vendor

Has built global teams of over 1 million reps

Achieved over 500 million dollars in sales

He is a three-times Amazon best-selling author

30 years of success as a distributor and

consultant

He has been a top earner in 3 international

companies

He is a international best-selling co-author

VeloVita is a newly started network marketing

company (May 2020) based in Miami, Florida. It has

only one product, which makes is a lot easier to

market than having a large selection of products. 

The products name is called Brān reimagined

which is a nootropic natural brain enhancer

supplement. It main role is to support a healthy

brain and energy levels.

 

Are there any risks to joining new MLM
companies?
 

VeloVita is a very new company, which is true,

however the Gara Group is providing all the

development solutions. Gara Group has a history of

supplying   many network marketing companies.

This means that VeloVita is not a completely new

start up even though it is new. They already have

the infrastructure and the support team in place to

be successful.

 

Kosta Gara - CEO and Founder
 

 

Jeff Mack - Co-Founder and President
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A relationship with VeloVita can be as a customer, as an affiliate or as a member. Depending

on what you are intending to do with VeloVita will depend on what choice you make. I am

not going to say much about being a customer, because it is self explanatory.

 

Affiliate
 

The affiliate concept VeloVita offers is quite unusual, because it allow the affiliate to make

money as a direct sale rep without having the MLM option. This mean that an affiliate can

dropship the products via a  eCommerce website and VeloVita ships it to the customer. There

is no extra fees involved and the affiliate earns 10% from their online sales.

 

Member
 

The second option is for those interested in network marketing and building a team online. It

allows you to enroll people into your business and place then in your downline and earn

commissions.
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MAKING
MONEY HOW DOES SOMEONE

MAKE MONEY WITH
VELOVITA?
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VELOVITA

BUSINESS MODEL

Breakaway model

Unilevel model

Binary model

For those of you who have been in the MLM

industry for a while you may already have an

understanding of the different models used

in MLM. There are three basic model types:

 

 

There are argument for and against all the

models, but in my opinion is depends of the

product type and the goal of the company

that define the model. The the case of

VeloVita the Binary model is being used

within the reward plan.

MLM
BUSINESS
MODELS

Binary model in short
 

The binary model in MLM uses a two leg

structure (left and right leg) where your

downline is placed. The model requires the

member to enroll or recruit two people to

access the plan.

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
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THE VELOVITA BINARY
MODEL AND REWARD PLAN
I am not going to go to deeply into the compensation plan,

but like any business, customers need to purchase the

products for it to work, so there need to be retail customers.

 

In addition, there is a bonus for referring people that

purchase products such as affiliates. There is also a residual

commission that is paid via a binary team cycles.

THE COMMISSIONS ARE BROKEN DOWN
INTO PAYMENT BONUSES:

Referral Bonus (paid weekly)

Team Commission Bonus (paid weekly)

Royalty Matching Bonus (paid weekly)

Lifestyle Bonus (paid weekly)

Quarterly Partnership Bonus (paid quarterly)

 

To find out more about the reward plan click here and add

your name and email address on the form to read it in

depth.
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Chocolate sea salt

Lemon drop

Caramel macchiato

There is only one product, which makes

life so much easier for the network

marketing professional. The product is a

brain boosting energy drink that comes in

a small packet, so delivery cost are really

low.

 

The products name is Brān which offers a

nootropic with cutting edge

nanotechnology. This means it is

absorbed far quicker into our bodies and

directly to the brain. This gives the user

instant natural brain boosters and body

energizers. In addition, Brān has a blend

of 16 nutrients for a better sustainable

energy boost and mood enhancer. This

also helps the body to burn glucose and

stored body fat.

 

So things do not get too boring there is

three flavors:

 

VELOVITA
PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW
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MARY  A

Frisco TX

JAKE  L

Carollton, TX

EARL  MANN

Las Vegas, NV
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VALEVITA PRODUCT
TESTIMONIALS

"What I love about Brān is that my head
feels clear even when there are a million
things to do! Usually when life is busy
and so many things are happening at
the same time and everything seems
important, instead of my thoughts racing
around and pinging all over the place, it
feels like the contents of my brain is filed
and organized!"
 

Mary A., Frisco TX

 

"Everyday at 3:30 I hit a wall. Productivity
goes way down, eyes get heavy, and I
can't wait to take a nap. I took Brān at
2:30 today and I'm still going strong at
9pm! Nothing jittery or uncontrollable,
but consistent energy and I've been more
focused and productive than the first
part of my day!"
 

Jake L., Carollton, TX

 

"As an owner of two technology
companies, I live in a changing world of
high stress. I am always looking for an
edge, not just in my business, but also in
my personal projects and overall lifestyle.
After years of research, all roads lead to
Mental Energy! Brān ReImagined is one
thing that I can do that positively affects
all the things that matter. You have to
see what its like to have your Brain on
Brān!"
 

Earl Mann, Las Vegas, NV



CONCLUSION
Firstly, Velovita has launched only in May 2020 with a record-

breaking conversion rate, which is always a good sign. So, in

that sense, if you are thinking about a new business with

VeloVita, you had better find your patch of beach fast. There

is no doubt that when a rare opportunity like this knocks on

your door, decisions need to be made fast. I don't necessarily

mean that jumping in at the start is the best policy, but

when a company is started by people like Kosta Gara and

Jeff Mack you sit up and listen. These gentlemen have lived

through decades of the ever-changing direct sales model

and the gig economy landscape and still managed to be

success.

 

 In my opinion, you have been lucky enough to find one of

the best MLM companies to join in 2020. In addition,   there

has not been a better time to have a second income,

because nobody knows want the future brings. So if you are

interest in getting in at the start with one of the best new
MLM companies around, click on the source link below and

add your name, email address and short message on the

form. We will get back to you asap.

Source: VeloVita MLM product and business overview
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Author: Steven Jackson

https://velovita.steven-jackson.com/
https://steven-jackson.com/

